Logan Park General Meeting
Wednesday February 19, 2020
7pm @ Logan Park Community Center
Agenda:

7:00
1. Introductions
2. Approval of November general meeting minutes
Motion – Pat
Second – Jeff
Approved unanimously
3. Election of board
Michelle Maryns
Pat moved to nominate Michelle for a two year term.
Second Jeff
Passed unanimously
4. Small Area Plan – Jacqueline
Reviewed small area plan
It’s available online under the resources tab
Suggestion that we leave copies
5. Storm Drain
Lane Christianson and Michelle Spangler
www.adoptadrain.org
Adopting a drain means you agree to clean the drain. You receive a
sign and are able to name the drain. 9 people have adopted a drain
and 21 drains have been adopted in Logan Park. Goal to see which
storm neighborhood can adopt the most drains between May and
November.
There is also a drain stenciling program. You can contact

Michelle , Master Water Steward. Stenciling is also considered an
educational program, including door hangings which explain what is
happening.
Question: Is about sand and salt a problem?
Answer: Sand can also be a problem with sand in water. Sand can be
swept back up and reused. Sand can also reduce the capacity of a
drain pipe.
Two goals of the Master Water Steward Program are community
outreach and activities to improve quality of waters.
Question: Do storm drain stencils need to be white?
Answer: Yes.
Question: Can you make a design or mural around the fish stencil.
Answer: Yes, but needs to be approved by the city.
6. Temporary Relief Shelter, Becky Hanson ELIM – Monica Nelson
Have a ministry for people experiencing homelessness. Began
ambassadors’ program. Started having calls about people who need
shelter. Provide shelter
Richard Schultz Foundation provided three months of funding. ELIM
and Strong Tower are each providing overnight shelter.
Question: What can we do for you?
Answer: Education of the neighborhood.
We welcome guests to visit.
Can use meals being served.
Setting up a volunteer site.
If ELIM intended to do this long term, they would need to apply for a
conditional use permit
Website: elimstrongtowershelters.org

